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A late 19th Century drawing depicting the Royal Infirmary Hospital in a romantic, rural setting.



Overview: Client and Project Brief

EFI’s Ethos

- To challenge, create, and make change happen.

- A focus on tackling today’s increasingly complex issues.

- To shape a better tomorrow through education and research with a difference. 

- To bring people and disciplines together to spark the unexpected. 

- The creation of a curious, open-minded, thought-laboratory in order to make better futures possible.
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Project Brief and Operational Requirements

The EFI are a new Institute, created by the University. The brief has been developed from 

first principles and has been defined during the design process. The key requirements are:

- High Quality design solution combining: 

A focus integration / Removal of non-original additions / A sense of public importance.

- Spaces for multi-disciplinary collaboration and partnership.

- State-of-the-art teaching facilities, space for co‐working with industry partners,

- Incubation space for businesses, labs for innovation and prototyping,

- Exhibition and performance space.

As custodians of this much-loved building, EFI’s aim is to fulfil the pledge set in stone 

above the main entrance: ‘patet omnibus’ – open to all.

Whilst waiting for the building to be ready for teaching, EFI will deliver teaching activities 

elsewhere on the University campus.
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Overview: Project Details

Details

First Built 1873-1876 as Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh by David 

Bryce in the Scotch Baronial style.

Recent History Occupied by the NHS until 2003, derelict until 2016.

Status Category A Listed

Overall GIFA: 21,350m² (15,350m² / 6,000m²)

Refurbishment / New Build split 15,350m² / 6,000m²

Refurbished external stonework: 17,150m² 

Slates to be removed and re-laid: 288,000

No. of staircases designed: 49 (BOH 28, FOH 12, Refurb 4, Ext 5)

Team

Bennetts Associates Architects & Lead Consultant

Consarc Design Group Conservation Architects

Will Rudd Davidson Structural Engineers

Atkins Services Engineers

Ironside Farrar Landscape Architects

Faithful and Gould Project Managers

Balfour Beatty Main Contractor

Project was won in 2015 following invited competition under the Scape framework.

Project delivered under a Traditional form of procurement. 
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Details

The project has been undertaken over several phases of work as follows:

Phase 1: Soft strip out works (early 2016).

Phase 2: Asbestos removal (2016).

Phase 3: Enabling works, structural strip out, demolition and fabric repair (2017-2019).

Phase 4a: E wing restoration, fabric repair, new windows, stone and roof (2018-2019).

Phase 5: Main Contract works (2019 – present).

Construction work is ongoing with completion due summer 2023.

Team

Bennetts Associates Architects

Consarc Design Group Conservation Architects

Will Rudd Davidson Structural Engineers

Atkins Services Engineers

Ironside Farrar Landscape Architects

Faithful and Gould Project Managers

Balfour Beatty Main Contractor

Project was won in 2015 following invited competition under the Scape framework.

Project delivered under a Traditional form of procurement. 



Overview: Location. On Lauriston Place, the EFI site is locked between the Old Town and Meadows on the northern section of Quartermile, the redevelopment of the  

former Surgical Hospital on the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh site. Other University buildings highlighted. 



Overview: Location. On Lauriston Place, the EFI site is locked between the Old Town and Meadows on the northern section of Quartermile, the redevelopment of the  

former Surgical Hospital on the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh site. Other University buildings, Bayes Centre, Informatics Forum and BA Edinburgh Studio highlighted. 



Design Strategy: Three architectural principles. These have guided our approach, turning constraints often associated with conservation-led projects to advantage.

Focus on Integration 

• Brief requires the creation of a global centre where academics from 

the arts, humanities and the sciences will mix with industry and 

government to tackle the big questions of the future. 

• A former hospital with long corridors designed to prevent infection is 

hardly the best place to foster collaboration and serendipity…so, we 

are transforming them by adding a ribbon of accommodation on one 

side and larger teaching spaces on the other. 

• Break-out and social spaces and upgraded circulation will activate 

the corridors, turning them into a resource that is far more than mere 

circulation.

• Spaces enable users to do their best work by providing a variety of 

different work environments to suit their activities: Dwell / 

Collaboration / Light work / Deep work / Private.



Remove non-original additions

• Works include strip out of mezzanines, lowered ceilings and ad-

hoc partitions, so that the 22 wards can be seen for what they 

once were – tall, well-proportioned rooms with good daylight and 

ventilation 

• Original quality of spaces reinstated making them suitable for 

most learning activities. 

• Externally, removing the clutter at roof level and the later 

extensions in the courtyards has already allowed the original 

architectural form to reclaim its clarity.

• Seeing the old Royal Infirmary and its history as a stimulus rather 

than as a hindrance has been fundamental to the vision of a new 

Futures Institute
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Restore a sense of public importance

• The frontage of the existing building had railings around the 

perimeter, a gatehouse and an imposing flight of steps. 

• To address problems with levels, access and to create a new 

identity, we are removing the gatehouse and gates to create a new 

public square in front of the clocktower, with ramps on either side 

leading to the top of the grand staircase. 

• The square will be available for public events and graduation days, 

making a contribution to Edinburgh’s public realm and creating a 

breathing space on busy Lauriston Place. 

• The square will form the lid to a large events space accessed at the 

lower ground level. This multi-level intervention will give the design 

a centre of gravity previously lacking, enabling the University to 

make a very public statement about its outward-facing role.

Design Strategy: Three architectural principles. These have guided our approach, turning constraints often associated with conservation-led projects to advantage.



Design Strategy: Historic Condition. The photos and plan showing the arrangement of six isolation wings accommodating 22 Nightingale wards, tall, well-proportioned 

rooms with good daylight and ventilation. The long connecting central corridor running the full length of the building to provide discrete access points to prevent infection.



Design Strategy: Found Condition. Following the departure of the NHS the building fell into a severe state of disrepair and was in a dangerous condition. We found

discarded medial equipment, layers of suspended ceilings concealing modern ducting and other servicing, huge amounts of dry rot and areas of water ingress.



Design Strategy: Proposals. To sensitively reuse and refurbish the existing building. The project scale is heroic and unique the Higher Education sector when considering

the mix of reuse and new building works. The main entrance is from Lauriston Square at level 2 as indicated on plan 

1. Ward Spaces

2. FOH Staircases

3. Main Corridor
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Design Strategy: Proposals. A series of new build additions are strategically placed to transform the building from one of isolation into one of interaction, innovation and 

connection. These elements have been carefully added following the removal of non original structures.

1. South Extensions

2. North Extensions

3. Event Space and Public Realm
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Design Strategy: Levels and Access. The ability to interact, innovate and connect is reinforced by careful consideration of site and building levels, the existing building was 

inaccessible by today’s standards. The new public realm to the perimeter provides level access, including directly into the main entrance via ramps above the events space.



Other Key Themes: Low Carbon Design. A simple menu of policies have been adopted to reduce embodied and operational carbon emissions.

Strategies to reduce Embodied carbon; 

• Retain as much as possible of the existing shell, internal structures & finishes.

• Recycle existing materials where possible, particularly stone and slate. 

• Selectively enhance the retained structures so they are resilient to future change.

• Reduce the embodied carbon in the new construction. 

• Use off-site prefabrication for services and new-build glazing assemblies. 

Strategies to reduce Operational carbon; 

• Insulate the existing walls, roof and ground floor to reduce energy demand.

• Refurbish and/or renew windows with double glazing.

• Maximise natural ventilation, including reinstatement of opening windows.

• Restrict mechanical ventilation to high-density spaces only.

• Connect to the University’s heating and cooling network.



Other Key Themes: A container for teaching, learning and interaction. Teaching in Wards flexibility of space facilitated by generosity of spaces and careful selection of 

furniture to allow multiple activities and range of configurations within one overall volume. 



Other Key Themes: A container for teaching, learning and interaction. Learning and interaction in the Ideation Studio, a creative and publicly visible space to foster, test 

and develop innovative ideas influenced by the variety of disciplines accommodated within the Institute.   



Other Key Themes: A container for teaching, learning and interaction. The North Extensions offer flexibility for a variety of teaching methods, including Flexible 

Teaching and Data Analytics. Different group sizes and setups can be accommodated in column free seminar rooms situated adjacent break out spaces and circulation.



Other Key Themes: A container for teaching, learning and interaction. South Extensions provide a ribbon of accommodation adjacent the main circulation route,

providing break out from formal teaching areas supporting peer to peer learning & social interaction. Additions activate the corridors turning them into a valuable resource.



Other Key Themes: A container for teaching, learning and interaction. The Event Space, situated beneath the new area of public will give the design a centre of gravity 

previously lacking, enable the University to host larger teaching and public events and emphasising its outward-facing role. EIF consulted during the design process



Other Key Themes: Robust and Adaptable. The extensive conservation works have highlighted the robust qualities of the original building fabric. In some areas this has 

required painstaking restoration including external stone replacement and the reinstatement of timber floors and brick ceiling vaults built as new but to the original details. 



caption caption caption

caption caption caption

Other Key Themes: Robust and Adaptable. The selection of durable, sustainable materials is key for flexibility and change to meet future requirements. The Event space 

and other new additions are constructed with a durable insitu concrete frame to provide column free open plan spaces, to cater for different layouts and changing needs. 



Outcomes: Ideas, Trends and Learning. For consideration by the Project Team and the City of Edinburgh in relation to the project.

A ‘complete’ project – The Edinburgh Futures Institute is unique and of heroic scale, requiring a blend 

of skills and experience in it’s delivery. These range from expertise in architectural thinking, restoration

and low carbon design to stakeholder engagement. It’s success is testament to the abilities of the project 

team, innovative vision of the client body who have acted with perseverance, bravery and a progressive 

attitude to risk, to pull it off.

Low Carbon and highly flexible – The EFI project proves it is possible to deliver both a sustainable and 

flexible building. Working with the underlying qualities of the existing building have made the new 

building inherently more sustainable and far more adaptable to future change.

Future Adaptability – Whilst EFI’s future requirements are unknown, the design approach creates an

environment conducive to learning and interaction set within a series of flexible spaces which can be 

configured and adapted according to changing and future needs. 

Restoration of an Edinburgh Landmark – The building is a personal reference point for many people 

in the city, all who have use the hospital facilities at one point or another. It retains it’s identity and 

meaning, opened, restored and reimagined for the future use by academics and the local community.



Outcomes: Ideas, Trends and Learning. For consideration by the Higher Education sector and partners in future University Design.

An investment for the long term – The project represents a significant investment, however, the 

holistic approach taken should ensure that the building takes a central role in the university for another 

century at least. The adopted long term project vision offers insight into the level of planning and 

commitment required to deliver low / net zero carbon.

A building for all – The project’s focus on integration and openness is not simply limited to the 

requirements and interactions of the academic building users. EFI’s aim is to fulfil the pledge set in 

stone above the main entrance: ‘patet omnibus’ – open to all. This reinforces the building as a public 

amenity and safeguards its future through a greater range of users and uses.

A case study project in the fight against climate change? – Adaptive reuse of the existing building, 

the creation of environments conducive to learning, a desire for longevity, a mix of users and uses, the 

creation of new public amenities and designing for flexibility offer several ideas to be pursued in future 

Higher Education projects in the ongoing quest to address the climate emergency.
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